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ENGINEERS’ “MAG” 
: IS 25 YEARS OLD! 

The May issue of the ‘Wiseonsin| 
Engineer. marks the twenty-fifth! 

: milestone in the history of the mag-| 
azine. Hence the special interest of} 
the feature article for this month, 
which is a tale of the struggles and; 
successes of the founders of the} 
magazine and their successors down: 
to the present fay. The article con- 
tains much of historical interest,’ 
reminiscent of old Wisconsin men, 
and many points of benefit to staff 
workers on any campus publication. 

The part played-by the College of' 
Engineering in the University Ex-! 
orion: is set forth in detail, illus- 
rated by photographs, in the second! 

article. of the issue. If you didn’t| 
understand some of the engineering , 
exhibits, read this article and have! 
your questions answered. | 

For those with a philsophical turn| 
of mind, some material: abstracted | 
from notes on “The Fundamentals 
of Electrical Engineering,” byi 
Profs. Edward Bennett and H. M., 
Crothers, entitled, “The Necessity 
for Precise Ideals,” will offer food! 
for thought, ! 

Another account of a “Successful ; 
Wisconsin Engineer,” together with: 
the usual editorials, campus and 
alumni notes, etc., complete the last 
dssue for the year, and make this: 
mumber uphold the traditions of 
25 successive years of sound engi- 
neering and journalistic practice,
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PANAMA CANAL EMERGENCY DAMS 

GATON LAKE, eighty-five feet above sea level, is the reservoir | 
holding the water to feed the Gatun Locks (which lead to the 

Atlantic) and the Miraflores and Pedro Miguel locks on the Pacific end of 
the canal. 

Every ship going through the canal in either direction uses the water from 

| Gatun Lake to lift it from the one ocean and lower it into the other. i 

| Should some accident destroy a lock, the weight of the water released ' 

i might force down the others and cause tremendous damage and, by lower- i \ 

ing the level of the lake, make the canal inoperative until rain had refilled | ' 

the lake. | | 

| Vherefore these big emergency dams were constructed. Normally they \ 

| | are not used. In emergencies they would be swung over the locks, the gates | j 

| | would drop into position and effectually dam the opening. { | 
| | | 

| | Otis engineers designed, constructed and installed the machinery for | | 
i | operating six of these gigantic dams. It is a feat typical of the world-wide ! | 

} scope of Otis activities in engineering and the vertical transportation of ij 

men and materials. | i 

Mast of the famous buildings of the worl! 

are equipped with Otis Elevators. | | 
| i 

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY | | 

Offices in all Principal Cities of the World | 

oo 
— — 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Are you going to bea drop- 

f d- I ? orged engineer? 
———— 

There are thousands of that kind and, soon or late, they learn 

with a shock that they can get just about so far, and no further 
eee ee ener tr errr ssa 

THREE big eastern uni- Alexander Hamilton Insti- from where he is to where he 
versity engineering societies tute. wants to be. He has the satis- 

Par : faction of carrying large respon- 
held a joint meeting recent- _ I ig not enough to know the __ sibilities while he is still young. 
ly. They were alumni men technical side alone Naturally and inevitably he 
of technical colleges. And ‘ earns more than the average 

oes The director of a western en- an of the same years and 
they met to discuss the out- gineering college said recently: education 
look of the college trained “The most dominant character- . 

: istic of the engineering profes- 6 2 99 . 
engmect. sion is the feos eans of the gine ae a ee 

“The trouble,” said a commercial over the technical.” am I going to be five years from 
: ben 2” ‘ speaker, “is that too many | Step by sep the engineering 2007s Alevande Hemi ‘ ' > en. enterprises that achieve big suc- : 

of us are ‘drop-forged’ en cess, and make careers for en- ‘Story to tell. It is the story of 
gineers. We know our pro-  gincers, are guided by the same the thousands of successful col- 
fession; but of Business, to fundamental laws and practices oe oS he of het am 
which it is so closely re- that rule modern business. And P Wane RENE SBN ie 

. ’ y thousands of engineers have Wasted years; men who, thru 
lated—we just don’t know learned by bitter experience that the Course and Service, have 

what it’s all about.” without business training, tech- @dded to their technical equip- 
nical training carries a man just Ment the training which makes 

In the files of the Alexander about so far, and no farther. them understand what business 
Hamilton Institute is the story is all about. 
of a graduate of a great en- _ A Course whose product is bans , a 
gineering college. With all his understanding Forging Ahead in Business 
training and his degree, he was ° “Forging Ahead in Business” is a 116- 
a “drop-forged” engineer. The Alexander Hamilton In- page book especially prepared for men 

. stitute was founded by a _ whoare taking stock of their prospects 
“When I left college I did group of business men and edu- and wondering what the future may hold 

not know the A BC of how ators who realized that modern forthem,.. 2 a ot a bookitor eee r 
to consider even the sim; business was developing special- seriously want to know what the Course 
plest of business problems,” jsts, but not executives; that has done for others in positions like their 
he wrote. somehow more men must be own, the book wall be a reveletion, It 

wil sent without obligation. Just 

Upon leaving college, he started ea oa ae ae send the coupon below. 
to work as an engineer fora big gg, artment of busin 
technical firm at $70 a month. partment OF business. Alexander Hamilton Institute 
He is still with that firm. And The Institute has only one 239 AstorPlace NewYork City #@)) 
this is what he writes: Course. It takes a man out of STE aonnn Ey 5 

1 < . . Send me Forging Ahead in Business” | 
oe a ae Sut a college pa er sall the ee which I may kcep without obligation. 

of it. This hasn’t been Sue ments of business. PRM nd pee epeemmmmmataano 

to luck by any means; but Such a man receives in‘a few Busitiees 
simply by putting into prac- months of reading what ordinari- es 
tice what anyone can get ly would consume years of prac- i 
from the Modern Business tical experience. He finds in the Busi 
Course and Service of the Institute a more direct path Position een 

Canadian Address: C. P. R, Building, Toronto; Australian Address, 8a Castlereagh 3t., Sydney 
> 

Copyright, 1921, Alexander Hamilton Institute
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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE WISCONSIN 

ENGINEER 

By Lestiz F. Van Hacan, Wis., ’04, 

Professor of Railway Engineering. 

Sometime during the year 1894-95, a sophomore in “About this time war clouds (Spanish American War) 

electrical engineering,—R. F. Schuchardt, now electrical were looming on the horizon and everybody had started 

engineer of the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chi- to economize, which added to our troubles. We were 

cago—while browsing around in the library, ran across facing a crisis that gave us much concern, in fact we seri- 

several technical college journals. “I think they were ously considered the discontinuance of the publication for 

the Sibley Journal of Engineering, of Cornell, the Tech- the time being at least. After burning much midnight oil / 

nograph, of Illinois, and perhaps one other,” he says, in and presenting our case to the members of the faculty 

relating the incident. “That Cornell should have such a who were most interested and sympathetic, we decidea 

magazine seemed natural—we looked up to Cornell and that we would not be responsible for a disastrous ending 

to Boston Tech as two colleges that we admitted might of the magazine and that it was up to us to pull the 

outrank Wisconsin. But that such an insignificant schoo! ENGINEER out of the hole. We issued the third number 

as Illinois (so we considered it at the time) should be in in April. About this time war was declared which made 

the lists of technical journals and not Wisconsin was an_ it impossible to issue the fourth number, principally be- 

unbearable thought. It was a situation that required im- cause of the military activities among the students.” 

mediate remedying. I found that Beebe and Owen, to It was necessary for the faculty to come to the rescue 

whom I unburdened myself, agreed with this conclusion, before the April number could be printed. The printer 

and so the three of us went to Prof. Mack, who was so showed a disconcerting lack of college spirit and altru- 

completely and sympathetically one of us. The result ism; he wanted his money in advance. It was not until 

was a meeting to organize the Engineering Journal Asso- he had a note for $200, signed by faculty members, that 

ciation, which blotted out the disgrace and put Wiscon- he would take the copy for the last issue. ‘This was the 

sin on the map of technical journalism.” first time, but not the last time, that the good ship almost 

;, went to pieces on the financial rocks, and more than once 
The first number of the Wisconsin ENGINEER—2500 fo. 8 3 

. : A - the faculty members have showed their interest in the 
copies—was published in June, 1896. Edward C. Bebb. . 5 : 

fs * » * 7 magazine by financial support. The ENGINEER, in those 
civil engineer of the class of ’96 and now with the U. S. : 

: ‘ # ya early days, was trying to do what many another enter- 
Geological Survey, was the first editor. W. H. Williams, : ; . : = 

. ‘ prise has tried to do without success,—it was trying to 
an electrical engineer of the same class, was the first . : : : : 

7 : é run a business without any working capital. Occasion- 
manager. The first issue was a success in every way. be He 

F b blished duri ' . hool ally a manager turned over a small surplus to his suc- 

eee och RE _ ns the next Schoo cessor, but the usual policy, until the magazine became 

ee 1890-97, Which, together wit the mumbes of June seriously involved some years ago, was for the staff to 
1896, constitute Volume 1. Financial cificuities arose Givide the year’s profits, if there were any. The debts 

before the end of this first volume: During the next were passed along intact. This policy of dividing profits 

year only thre aitolits wéte published for Volume 2. tas been abandoned for a new one which includes the 

The first two numbers were not successful financially, maintenance of a small working capital and the use of 

and new manager, C. A. Keller, a junior electrical, un- a1] other funds for the purpose of improving the maga- 
dertook to finish the year. The outlook, as he describes jing 
j , 5 a “ 2 at, . 5 . = . . 

it, was not encouraging: “In lining up matters for the The third year found the Encrnerr still gasping for 

third number we found that about half of the concerns preath. In order to conserve its vitality, it was reduced 

who had been carrying their advertisements in the previ- from a quarterly to a semi-annual, and the expensive “En- 

ous two numbers asked to have their ads discontinued gineering Index” which had featured the magazine and 

because the circulation was too limited and didn’t pay which is one of its notable achievements had to be dis- 

them. In addition to this I found that the incumbent continued. In place of the Index, the magazine started 

board had inherited a big debt, apparently an accumula- to publish a directory of engineering alumni. The num- 

tion of deficits from the last three or four numbers. ber of graduates was small when this was started. It
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was continued until 1909-10, when it had to be aban- in the ointment, so to speak. A. J. Quigley contributes 

doned on account of the increasing number of graduates the following pen picture which illustrates the point: 

and the labor and expense in connection with the depart- ‘One hot afternoon, late in the spring of 1900, Lewis E. 

ment. Moore, then a senior, entered the drafting room where 

The business manager made a trip to Milwaukee and about 50 of us undergraduates were perspiring over our 

Chicago for advertisements. “Being practically a boards, and announced that all loyal engineers would buy 
stranger in Chicago”, he relates, “I called on a friend a copy of the books he had under his arm. He proceeded 
for advice. He suggested that I call on the concerns in to peddle same, with about the expression of a man 
‘machinery row’ in the Clinton Street and Canal Street caught stealing chickens. That was my introduction to 
districts. Here I spent two days going up and down the the Wisconsin ENGINEER, and the episode was an index 
street from one building to another. The experiences of the low estate to which it had then fallen. Moore 
encountered would make a good story in itself. Here is Was business manager that year and I suspect that he 
where I lost some of my ‘student conceit’, I also had the pleasure of making up any deficit out of li. . 
learned that 1 was woefully deficient as a salesman. Pocket.” 

However, I succeeded in securing eight or ten new ads, The spring of 1901 saw a real crisis in the history of 

which, together with those secured in Milwaukee, made the Encinrer. The writer of this article, who was 
my trip worth while and brought in more than sufficient freshman at the time, well remembers a student mass 

: revenue to carry the two numbers of Volume 3. When meeting that was called that spring for the purpose of 
we closed up matters for the volume, we had wiped out deciding what to do with the magazine. The poor invalid 

practically all of the debt we had inherited. For each was laid out on the operating table in all its financial 
of the three numbers that were issued while I was man- illness and nakedness. Some of the surgeons advised a 
ager I had a different editor to work with, which is an Major operation; some thought chloroform would be 
indication; of the troublous times we had. Much credit more merciful. It was a solemn occasion and it looked 
is due Mr. R. T. Logemann, ’99, editor-in-chief of the like thumbs down for the poor o!d wreck. I remember 

first number of Volume 3, as he did much to maintain that my own freshman feelings, after listening to the 

the morale while piloting the ship through the storm.” tale of woe, was that the case was pretty hopeless and 

: The fourth year was a successful one and resulted in that, even if the patient were permitted to live, it would 

a further decrease of the debt. Some difficulty was ex- be a hopeless invalid. But a few courageous souls— 

perienced due to a claim on the part of certain adver- among whom Horse-Power Howland, with his jong 
tisers that the circulation of the magazine had been mis- arms beating the air, stands. out in my memory—pleaded 
represented to them. Many advertisements were not re- that the ENcrnexr be given one more chance. It is dif- 
newed and some advertisers refused to pay their bills. ficult to realize that our energetic, well-organized, and 
This difficulty illustrates one of the dangers inherent in financially sound ENGINEER of today could have been that 
a constantly changing personnel and a lack of fixed puny invalid of long ago. 
policy. Faced with a feeling that he must make good in Today places on the staff of the ENGINEER are at a 
the one year that he is in office, uncertain as to actual premium and it has been necessary to establish a waiting 

figures, unrestrained by future responsibility for his ac- list. It was not so always. Quigley, who was manager 
tions, a manager is sometimes tempted to be overly op- in I9or-02, at which time Jimmie Watson was editor, 

timistic in his estimates of the number of subscribers he says, “When I was elected to the Board of Editors for 
is going to have during the year ahead of him. His suc- my junior year, my class, generally, considered I was 

cessors must face the enemies he creates for the maga- handed a large, juicy lemon, and the honor (?) was ac- 
zine. This evil, it is believed, has been eradicated by the cepted because I couldn’t find any excuse for sliding out 
substitution of a definite policy of exactness in circula- from under.” Many an editor and manager after him 

tion figures. It might be well, at this point, to call at- had the same feeling of being the goat. It was not only 
tention of students and alumni to the importance of each difficult to collect a staff for the magazine, but it was ‘ 
individual subseript’on to a small magazine. Advertis- difficult to organize the staff and lay out the work so that 
ing is essential to the life of a magazine, and the adver- every one did his share. Usually the staff became a two- 
tiser measures value by the quantity and quality of cir- man affair, the editor and the manager doing all the 
culation. .\ subseriber not only contributes the price of work. Quigley, as he puts it, “made lemonade out of 

, his subscription to the support of the magazine: he also the lemon” and split a comfortable profit with Jimmie 
adds one more inducement to advertisers to use our at the end of the year. 
columns. Professor Watson, by the way, was the first of a long 

Even in those “good old days” when, as tradition tells line of editors and business managers who were mem- 

us, every engineering student was full of pep and always bers of Tau Beta Pi. Tau Beta Pi was established at 
supported all college activities, there were one or two Hies Wisconsin in 1899 and since that time 18 out of 24 edi-
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tors, and 13 out of 21 managers have been members of look to the Wisconstn ENGINEER as the only place where 

the fraternity. And while we are on the matter of sta- they can secure this information, with the possible excep- 

tistics, we might add that the publication of twenty five tion of the alumni magazine. On the other hand, in at- 

volumes has required the efforts of 31 editors and 27 tempting to publish a highly technical magazine covering 

managers. They have been distributed among the several all phases of engineering, the Wisconsin ENGINEER must 

courses as follows: necessarily be hopelessly outclassed and is simply another 

Course Editors Managers magazine, rather than one with a distinct mission and 

Gy geese rere iene 10 10 field. 

Chemical ~-------------------- ° t “However, in spite of this fact, I have recently had 

PISGHCAl eewee ween 13 13 occasion to look back through several years’ papers of 

Mechanical ~------------------ 8 3 the Wisconsin ENGINEER and I was impressed with the 

Mining ---2+--+++---.--..--.. None None high character of the material contained therein. I 

—— —_—— could not but feel that the articles are on a par with 

Tétal ——neeeeewceweneeee 31 27 those appearing in the current periodicals.” 

Apparently, the worries incident to publishing the The next big event in the history of the ENGINEER was 

ENcINEER have not undermined the constitutions of those the change from a quarterly to a monthly basis in I1910- 

responsible, for all of the editors and managers are still. rr. S. H. Ankeney was the manager responsible for the 

. living with one exception ——W. E. Reynolds, editor for change. “I recall very distinctly,” he writes, “a meeting 

the second number of Volume 3. that Mr. Pearsall, who had been selected as editor, and 

Following the crisis of 1901, the ENGINEER began I had with Professors Mack, Disque, Beebe, and Pence 

to prosper in a mild way under the able management of at the latter’s home in University Heights one evening. 

men whose names have become college tradition. It was The meeting was for the purpose of considering plans I 

a time of peaceful progress without many outstanding had made for the Encrvrer. I had developed an edi- 

features. Elmer T. Howson, editor for 1905-06, now. torial program that looked very attractive, but most im- 

western editor of the Railway Age, describes the times portant of all was the increase from four to eight issues 

and conditions : a year. I had gone to a great deal of work to get fig- 

“Although it is almost 19 years since I first became ures on the cost of publishing the enlarged magazine, 

connected with the Wisconsin Encineer through elec- additional revenues needed, etc. The professors listened 

tion as the freshman representative on the editorial to my report very attentatively. But I think the thing 

staff, I still vividly recall the interest displayed in the that had the most weight with them was that I agreed, 

first campaign in our freshman class and the speeches in my enthusiasm, to assume any deficit that might be 

made by Otto Kowalke and Jess Kommers. Positions incurred. * * * * * I was filled with Wisconsin altru- 

on the staff representing the various classes were then ism and proposed to put into the magazine every cent of 

elective and were frequently the occasion of considerable profit except some infinitesimal amount which I think was 

campaigning. With this election I began a connection 10 per cent. Furthermore I agreed to pocket any loss. 

with the Wisconstn ENGINEER which continued through Can you wonder that the professors agreed to my plan 

my four years at Wisconsin, during the last year of and authorized monthly publication during the school 

which I was honored by selection as editor. year?” 

“The one impression which I have carried with me Ankeney put his idea over successfully, took his per- 

from my connection with the staff was the lack of ap- centage out of the profits, and turned over $100 to the 

preciation on the part of the alumni of the efforts of faculty directors to start the magazine the next year. 

those engaged in the preparation of the Wisconsin ENn- Besides being responsible for making the ENGINEER a 

GINEE. As an under-graduate, whose knowledge of tech- monthly magazine, Ankeney also secured office space for 

nical literature was confined largely to the Wisconsin _ the staff on the second floor of the Engineering building 

ENGINEER, I could not understand the reason why its in the room that Professor Smith now occupies. “Here, 

magazine did not receive the unanimous support of all in our new office,” he says, “with our name on the door, 

Wisconsin engineering graduates. Since leaving college, we worked in state. We had a desk ‘and ever’thing’. 

and particularly since I have had an opportunity to be- And the very glory of this office attracted to us a num- 

come intimately familiar with technical journalism, Ihave ber of freshmen and sophomores who wanted to try out 

felt that the difficulty may have been, and may still be, for a place on the staff. That was just what we wanted, 

largely with the character of the magazine which the too, and what the ENGINEER had missed in the past, as it 

staff endeavors to issue. It has been my observation had been a sort of a close corporation, the management 

that the alumni are more interested in the news of the being passed along to worthy seniors regardless of their 

university, and particularly of the engineering college, editorial fitness or experience.” 

and in information concerning their class-mates, and they Ankeney was one of the great managers among those
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who have guided the destinies of the ENcrnurr. He be- the situation dubiously, but, under the stimulus ot 
came manager during his sophomore year—the only “Johnny” Mack’s dauntless optimism, decided to take a 
sophomore to hold either editorship or managership— chance. The magazine was still in debt and Mack was 
and held the position for two full years. one of the signers on a note covering the debt. Never- 

Shortly after the Encinrer became a monthly maga- theless, said he, “I am in favor of continuing publica- 
zine and it was decided to incorporate. The Wisconsin tion even if we run behind financially for the year and 
Engineering Journal Association came into being Febru- add to our deficit.” And so the die was cast. 
ary 13, 1912, as a Wisconsin corporation. . Finley L. Fisbeck agreed to be manager and Glenn B. 

The year 1912-13 is notable for the fact that the En- Warren undertook the editorial duties. Both were “gobs” 
GINEER had three editors and two managers during the in the S. A. T. C. Navy. A slim staff surrounded them. 
period. It was the precursor of a time of trouble. Ad- By the time thé staff was organized some time had been 
vertisers were liberal during the year and this caused lost. Nevertheless, the first issue came out on time and 
overconfidence on the part of the next administration. cleared expenses. Fisbeck established this reputation right 
The 1913-14 ENGINEER was to be “bigger and better from the jump. The writer of this article found the 
than ever”. The number of pages was increased, a high “dummy” for the advertising section lying on his desk 
grade of paper was used, and illustrations were sprinkled for his inspection one afternoon with a note which read, 
throughout the pages most liberally. The 1913-14 vol- “There are two empty spaces in this dummy. TI have 
ume stands out among its fellows on the shelf, but it gone out after two more ads. (signed) Fisbeck.” He 
nearly sank the ship. Instead of passing on a tidy sur- got them. It is not surprising that the Encrnerr had a 
plus to the succeeding board, the 1913-14 management good year. 
passed on a debt of $600 and a badly impaired credit Between October and June there was a long rough 
with engravers and printers. Again the faculty advisers road to travel, however. The “flu” came upon us and a 
came to the rescue and negotiated a note with the First quarantine was camped down on all members of the 
National Bank. The Dean and Professors Mack and S. A. T. C. at a time when it was necessary to “chase 
Beebe signed the note. Closer faculty cooperation with ads” for the next issue. The manager and his assistant 
the ENGINEER was evidently needed to prevent a recur- couldn't go up town. Two or three inexperienced mem- 
rence of these periodic bad years. Professor Disque, a bers of the editorial staff were pressed into service and 
former editor, was made advisory editor and under his sent out after business. They saved the day. Things 
active supervision the long climb back to solvency was were better after the S. A. T. C. was disbanded, and 
commenced,—a climb that wasn’t finished until June 14, the close of the year found the magazine in good shape. 
1919, when the last note for $100 was taken up and the During .1919-20 the magazine was under capable man- magazine was once more square with the world. agement both financially and editorially. Places on the The ENGINEER has lived through two wars, The Span- staff began to attract men for the first time in year. ish-American war of 1898—it was a mere infant then, Editor Wiepking did some effective publicity work on 
but possessed enough vitality to pull through that period the campus, the most spectacular stunt being the engi- 
—and the World war which involved this country during neer’s edition of the Cardinal which was ipublished 
1917 and rg18. This second war was a real test of en- March 17, 1920. “Bill” Rheingans, one of the best man- 
durance, and those connected with the staff during that agers the E-ncrnerrs has had, left a handsome surplus 
period like to mention—with all due modesty, of course in the treasury. 
—that the ENncinrrr was one of the very few college The rising tide of high prices in the spring of 1920 
journals that continued regular publication during the created another crisis. Printers and engravers had more 
war. Although the magazine was financially successful work than they could handle and held out for exorbi- 
during the war period, the situation was one of constant _ tant prices. Paper was difficult to obtain. Tt would uncertainty and worry. have been bad enough without further complications, 

The year 1918-19 was the most trying year. The edi- but there were further complications. An attempt was 
tor and the manager, who were appointed in June, were being made to organize the technical college magazines : 
both in the service by September and new appointments of the country and to bring them to a standard size. It had to be made. The S. A. T. C. (Student's Army Train. Was decided that the Excrxerr should go into the or- 
ing Corps) had been established in the University and ganization and change its size and style completely. That 
the few students who remained on the campus were either involved a complete revision of subscription and adver- 
below military age, physically unfit, or in the S. A. T. C, tising rates. All advertising contracts had to be can- 
and under military discipline. Advertising support was celled. It was like making a fresh start. It was not cer- uncertain because of unsettled business conditions. tain how subscribers and advertisers would take the new 

The Board of Directors of the magazine looked over tates and the monthly bills promised to be so high that
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even one month’s experiment, if a failure, would be a mon and an American Magazine article. But, after all, 

costly matter. With this number we complete the year. he was the power behind the throne. The Wisconsin 

We have paid our debts and the balance in the treasury is ENGINEER would never have gotten very far in our short 

greater than when we started. reign without his backing.” Professor Havard, of the 

An article such as the present can not hope to give Mining department was another advisory editor who was 

more than a bare outline of events. We have scarcely ise and sympathetic and aided greatly in keeping the 

touched upon the work of the editorial department. magazine going. The Dean and Professors Pence, Hold- 

There is much that must be left unsaid because of lack en, Beebe, and Corp have been active and consistent ad- 

of space. The account would be woefully incomplete, yisers and supporters. Probably the person most re- 

however, without a mention of some of the faculty men sponsible for the existence and success of the ENGINEER 

who have given the ENGINEER unselfish support. is Professor, now State Engineer, “Johnny” Mack. 

Professor “Bob” Disque was one of several faculty Professor Mack has been a consistent friend from the day 

members who have shown a genuine interest in the stu- that Schuchardt and his friends broached the idea of es- 

dent efforts to maintain a magazine worthy of Wiscon-  tablishing the ENGINEER right down to the present mo- 

sin. As one man puts it, “Bob Disque was the general ment. His courage and optimism have been the deciding 

factotum in my day. He was censor, editor emeritus, factors upon several occasions when the fate of the 

comptroller of the treasury and the daddy of us all. To Encrngrr seemed sealed. He has backed it in every 

put down all the things which he taught us outside of way, with his courage, with his financial resources and 

the class room would be too much like a combination ser- with editorial contributions. 

THE UNIVERSITY EXPOSITION 
; 

By Cuauncey M. Mortey, 

Senior Electrical. 
‘ 

The All-University Exposition was held April 21, 22, sity, proved its utility by running a small generator, 

and 23. It was excellently conceived and well executed, which furnished current for an electric light. 

and its beneficial influence, in showing students in each A Rider-Erickson hot air engine attracted much 

college what other departments and colleges were doing, attention, as did a small model of the Steam and Gas 

and in conveying to the people at large an jdea of the ‘laboratory, which had been laboriously sonacmumted by a 

scope and function of the university, will doubtless be patient artisan. This model was exhibited at the W orid’s 

far-reaching. 
Fair several years ago. Crane models, a cut-away cylin- 

To completely detail the exhibits shown, and the inter- der of a sleeve-valve engine, efficiency meters, indicators, 

esting things that each contained, would require a vol- planimeters, and charts used in checking up the efficiency 

ume whose size would lay somewhere between that of of a steam plant completed the exhibit. 

the Chicago Telephone Directory, and a Webster’s Un- The Roads and Pavements exhibit was prepared by 

abridged. This article can only attempt to review the Chase and Moehlman. A small model, furnished by a 

exhibits of the Engineering College, which were located cement Companys showed a concrete road under construc- 

in the Gym Annex, and on which many men labored fo. to" the different stages from the grading of the dirt road 

days—some through the entire spring recess—accumu- to the completed concrete highway being represented. 

lating in the process numerous bruises, blisters, and con- = Se —— La 

tusions, but sticking at it and completing the job. The ex- PFS igen ee eS rt : ied] a 

cellence of their exhibits was the only compensation for | iee gaat ee ns & 4 = 

the hard work entailed. oS ream! . ear 

The Steam and Gas exhibit was in charge of a com- i : an age SS ea 

mittee comprised of Royer, Strate, Smith, James, Wall- Ss Se a aaa 

man, Kellogg, Ferris, Samp, Schaub, and Glenn. The . : as yy 

exhibit included a ten kilowatt General Electric turbo : 3 | = ee | | 

generator; a half-ton Lipman refrigerating machine Ae es _| / ' = = 

which busily refrigerated throughout the show and <> ] b “i 

caused a thick crop of frosty whiskers to appear on the | So - a a 2B. Sa 

coils; a Diesel engine; a locomotive headlight turbine, A Sa a od ms 

dissected in order that the interior arrangement might ace ew SOE 

be seen. A small Corliss engine, made by an employee Exuipirs cr THE DEPARTMENTS OF RAILWAYS, STRUCTURES, 

of the Allis-Cha!mers Co. and presented to the Univer- AND HYDRAULICS 

1
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Another model showed a road curving up over a hill, ing used for wash water on the table. The sand was re- 
while the course along the contours which it should have turned to the table from the lower part of the cone. Ii 
followed indicated the advantages of highway relocation. a working model of a mine, headframe, and hoist, smal! 
The exhibit also included testing machines for testing skips were hoisting rock to the top of the head frame 
materials used in construction for wear, hardness, etc., nd dumping it into bins. Two long charts were fastened 
and samples of materials—as bricks, tar, and macadam— _ to the walls, one being a diagramatic representation ot 
that are used in road building. an iron blast-furnace plant. Samples of the raw ma- 

terial, the intermediate, and the final products were 
4 Sct ee shown. The other chart diagrammed a by-product coke 

Sf ; Bee CT me ae = oven plant. These charts were the work of C. K. Tsao. 
poe a | aS « @&| Different types of rock drills, and pictures showing vari- 

mee Sas ae | | ous mining operations were included. 
GS _ eS ——|~ — McLenegan and Donovan had charge of the machine 
a : = rhe design exhibit. This included different types of cams 
me || mo io ———— ee, and gears, some so irregular in shape that it seemed im- 
== gay: oe “a 3 ag possible that they should operate together. A flasher, 
= = a gma See Be) eae without a cover, operated an electric sign, and showed os a hs a al the principles of operation of these devices. One of the 
a ae | pa > ie i Hy bai aie most interesting of the exhibits was an arrangement of 

| ee ee yee =| 
~ ~ i i ee x : ® 

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING BooTH » Sg Be | 

Harbaugh, Youngberg, Zervas, Olson, Crider, Stein- = Ee | Ne . ; es faces 
metz, Mackey, and Everett had charge of the Topogra- ge Me = (KES zi a Oe Se ; 
phy exhibit, showing numerous kinds of instruments ao oe A ag oe ab ' me 
used in surveying. The use of the instruments was G is ! b jee Pn - 
demonstrated to those interested. A flow meter, for ay ie ae ns = 
measuring the flow of streams, was the thing which at- eo ie cares we Si ai ek 
tracted the most interest. A tent pitched in one corner Nall Le eae 
of the booth gave an indication of the manner of living Li aS ge es 
of the summer surveying parties at Devils Lake. ees fe : 

Butterman, Larson, Vobach, Pitzner, Bennett, and es : SS 
Koresch were the men responsible for the chemical engi- ~ 
neering exhibit. A 35 K.W. tilting electric are furnace CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT EXHIBITS 
was in operation, melting brass, aluminum, steel and cams and levers, which, when operated by rotating a han- 
bending brittle graphite rods by the influence of the high dle, actuated a pencil point in such a way that it wrote 
temperature. “Wisconsin”. 

An alcohol still was busily engaged in recovering go% The shop exhibit, under the supervision of Prof. Dab- 
alcohol from pharmoceutically impure mixtures, while a ney, was in the hands of Hanson and a group of assis- 
nickle ammonium sulphate electro-p'ating bath was util- tants. Patterns and moulds showed the steps in foun- 
ized in plating a!l sorts of souvenirs. f : 

Exhibits of materials made in the laboratory electric dry work. aes _ Heys ane paper weights were 
furnace included a piece of steel with a strength of 250,- cast by this group during the exposition. A feature of 
000 pounds per square inch in tension—one of the strong- the booth was a new type of gas SNBINS; designed by Os- 
est specimens ever manufactured,—and synthetic emer- ™@". '20. for a thesis, the motor being opened to show the ‘ 
alds. ingenious arrangements of ports which does away with 

Other displays were a Junker gas calorimeter, and a the present types of valves. 
netallography exhibit. The drawing booth was in charge of Romig, Shields, 

Next to the Chemical Engineering booth was that of | Orth, Doke, Daubner, Baldwin, Keck, Werrel, Liver- 
the Mining Engineers, arranged by Link, Humel, Tsao, more, Millar, and Mackey. This booth was well pat- 
Hussissian, Hymer, Uhlig, Gericke, Wegner, Jones, and ronized by visitors, most of whom had their silhouette 
Hiestand. The main exhibit was a Diester sand con- made. The process by which this was done was rather 
centrating table, driven by a motor from an overhead clever. The subject sat at the end of a long focusing 
line shaft. The concentrate and sand were pumped to cone, and the outline of the head was reflected on a piece 
an overhead Callow cone, the overflow from the cone be- of ground glass, and traced with a pantograph. The out- 

4 
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line was then inked in. In small boxes around the wall vices was furnished by the Electrical Supply Co. Eggs 

were placed interesting displays: one, which contained a frying in a griddle set on an ordinary wood table at- 

bolt and nut, was found on examination to contain a tracted much attention. An oscillograph, connected to a 

standard bolt, the nut being represented by a small mir- telephone, and set to throw its waves on a screen, showed 

ror, which showed the curious visitor his own features. the shape of the waves set up by the vocal cords. The 

The Railways and Structures booth was a large one, color booth, partitioned off, showed how differently cer- 

and was in charge of Wheaton, Congdon, Barth, Striegl, tain colors appear under different types of light. Differ- 

Ford, Jaeger, Hendrickson, Rotter, and Miller. The 

structures and railways display consisted of models of - 

masonry arch and concrete bridges, bridge deflectome- |e Ni eS 
ters, and a miniature railway system, which passed over a bs o =” —— we Bes 
truss bridge and through a tunnel. The Hydraulics de- ie I, ke — ce | 

partment was represented by an air lift pump and a cen- eee a "  . dl ‘e a 

trifugal pump operating a Doeble water wheel, which in , aeeHk ] iz ARN, he j W 1 k 

turn ran a continuous flow pump. The old fashioned ree SS as Ars | ty 

water wheel was contrasted with the modern hydraulic ae i J 7 eA a ea 4 ‘ 

turbine. woot & pay : | , 

The Topographic Engineering department showed a | eRe A § Rae by Fe 

complete water power development and an irrigation sys- i \ pan AY Cn £7 

tem. A small sewage disposal plant was in full opera- a — a 

tion, and the last display showed the water softener | co , ee “Gat es 

equipment, projected for Madison. : ic Cee coal 

The Electrical Engineering booth was prepared by 

Hantzsch, D. J. Stewart, Kates, Jackson, Miller, Bohn, THE MINERS! BAHGIS 

Mueller, Strong, Nolte, Schroeder, S. Stewart, Svitavsky ent types of meters were on display, enabling the con- 
and Morley. A complete telephone board made possible sumer to see what sort of a device determined the cur- 

a demonstration of just how calls are handled. An Edi- rent he consumed, and also showed the relative amounts 

son generator, one of the first built, proved its worth of current taken by different appliances. 

and the care with which it had been constructed by fur- The interest that was shown in the Exposition leads 

nishing current for several arc lights throughout the to the hope that in the future it will become an institution 

three days. A rather complete display of heating de- at Wisconsin. 

THE NECESSITY FOR PRECISE IDEAS* 
Types of Knowledge and Kinds of Interest. portional to the ratio of the number of turns in the 

It is of interest to contrast the three types of knowledge two coils. Therefore to transform from the 2,200 volts 

of the relations in any field,—the qualitative, the quanti- of the power distributing lines to the 110 volts for the 

tative, and the profound,—and to consider the kind of lighting circuit, the transformer should contain two coils 

interest attaching to the pursuit of each type. wound upon the same iron core,—one coil containing 

Consider, for example, the knowledge relating to the twenty times as many turns as the other. 

principles involved in the common pole-top transformer . Quantitative Knowledge. : 

to which the residential lighting circuits are connected. _ Contrast this with the quantitative knowledge required 
The usual qualitative knowledge of these principles in- ™ designing the transformer, or in passing judgment upon 

cludes little more than that the transformer is a device the merits of two transformers. In the course of the 

which receives a small current at the high electrical press- design, after having determined the maximum power 

ure (electromotive force or voltage) suitable for trans- which the transformer is to be rated to deliver and the 

mitting power, and delivers a large current at the low way in which the demand upon the transformer for power 

pressure suitable for lamps and motors. The principle will vary (upon the average) through the day and from 

involved in the transformation of the voltage is that Season to season during the year, the designer must raise 

if two coils are wound upon a common magnetic circuit and answer questions such as the following: 
(iron core) and if a varying magnetic field is set up a. Of the many possible geometrical arrangements of 

by a varying current in one of the coils, the relative the copper windings in relation to the ‘ron core, which ts 

magnitude of the electromotive forces induced in the the best? . . 
two coils by the varying magnetic field is directly pro- b. To what extent should the two coils be subdivided 

and interleaved ? 

”*Abstracted from notes on “The Fundamentals of Elec- c. How many turns of wire should be used in each 

trical Engineering,” by Edward Bennett and H. M. Crothers. winding, and what- diameters should the wires have?
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d. What should be the cross-sectional proportions the fact that it is essentially explanatory ; explanatory in 
and length of the iron core? the sense of accounting for the striking features of the 

e. What should be the exact (not approximate, as particular complex phenomenon under immediate consid- 
given in the qualitative explanation) ratio of the turns eration in terms of more remote relations having a 
in the two coils to give a specified ratio of transformation broader application. Moreover, the qualitative explana- 
under specified conditions? tion invariably relates, not to the properties of the actual 

f. To what extent will this ratio of transformation device under observation, but to a simplified make-believe 
vary as the demand upon the transformer for power is device. The explanation brings into play the make- 
varied from no load to full load? believe practice of childhood and of the childhood of 

g. What will be the power loss in the transformer at the race,—a game which is always a delightful recreation. 
different loads? However, in the design (and design is another word for 

h. How hot will the different parts of the transformer engineering) of actual transformers, motors, power sta- 
get? tions, radio stations, and transmision lines, qualitative 

i. Cooling questions—For example, what oil ducts explanations do not carry the designer very far. 
should be provided through the windings and the iron Even in those cases in which the explanation (so- 
core to permit the cooling medium to circulate and carry called) is no more fundamental than the plain recital! 
away the heat? What cooling medium should be used? Of the phenomenon itself, things appear to become more 

j. Of two grades of steel, one costing 6.5 cents a pound intelligible, or at least less puzzling, since, by the explan- 
and the other costing 2.5 cents a pounds each having ation, the ultimate unresolvable fact is frequently pushed 
losses of known value, which should be used for the farther and farther into the background. All too often, 
steel core? however, the qualitative explantion is of the type occur- 

k. Questions as to methods of insulating the windings. ting in the cosmogony of one of the Hindu Vedas, 
These questions or problems are not independent ques- im which the earth is said to rest upon the back of an 

tions which may be taken up one at a time and indepen-  ¢lephant, and the elephant to stand upon the back of a 
dently answered. The solution of question (x) hinges tortoise, and for the footing of the tortoise—no neces- 

upon the solution of question (y), and so some of the Sity is felt! 
questions must be worked through a number of times, : Profound Knowledge 
starting with tentative assumptions and using the data This leads to a consideration of what is involved in a 

from the solutions so obtained to correct the assumptions profound knowledge of a subject. A profound know- 
for a second approximation, and so on. The answers ledge implies at least a realization that the present day 
to these questions hinge, not only upon the physical prop- 2ccounts of nature (every day affairs) undoubtedly con- 

erties of the materials entering into the transformer, but ‘ain elephants and tortoises which are as unnecessary 
upon such matters as the cost of generating the power 2d as stultifying to growth in clear thinking and in 
which is to be transformed, the cost of copper, the cost clear seeing as those of the ancient Veda. While it may 

of steel, the cost of the labor in the manufacture of the i all truth be said that no forest primeval ever pre- 
different designs, the estimated life of the transformer, sented a more formidable aspect £0 timid natures than 
and the interest rate upon money. A marked change does the array of questions relating to the quantitative 
in any one of these items may mean a change in many Properties of a transformer or any other device, it may 
of the answers—and a marked change in the design. » with equal truth be said that no virgin region ever pre- 

Oualijative versus Quantolive sented to our hunting and fishing ancestry a more allur- 

The qualitative statement of what the transformer 8 Prospect of high adventure and rich reward than is 
tank contains and how it functions is, in its apparent presented to the pioneering spirit who, engaged in the 
simplicity, highly gratifying. Tn the absence of such a Pursuit of quantitative knowledge, has caught a glimpse 

statement, the transformer tank is a veritable sealed Of the game with which the region abounds, 
Pandora’s box,—a thing which is not in human nature Explanatory versus Descriptive Accounts 
to tolerate. The statement opens the box and releases Dropping the allegory, the kind of interest which is 
the contents, to bless or to vex, as the case may be. necessary to a profound knowledge is an interest. not 

The recital of the above quantitative questions (and alone in the recital of physical relations, but in the way 
they may be duplicated for almost any piece of appar- in which the mind operates upon the food for thought. 
atus) is an indication of the infinite complexity of nature. The interest necessary to a profound knowledge is an 
The attainment of quantitative knowledge in such a sit- interest in the sorting and classifying of ideas. As an 
uation is through a long exacting discipline in which the example, one ought to recognize that all accounts of 
acquiring of precise ideas through a painstaking consid- phenomena resolve into two broad classes, or into a 
eration of many details plays a large part. It is the mixture of the two, namely, 
necessity of submission to this discipline which makes Explanatory accounts and 
the pursuit of quantitative knowledge generally dis- Descriptive accounts, 
tasteful. There must be an interest in resolving any involved 

The general interest in qualitative knowledge lies in 4ccount into these elements. There must be a recognition
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: was Sa? eta that if any inquiry as to the “how and “why” is pushed SUCCESSFUL WISCONSIN ENGINEERS 
eep enough, it always ends with a purely descriptive 

statement,—an unresolvable statement of fact for which WLLIAM ALFRED BAEHR 

there is (at that time) no explanation in terms of any- Wi'liam A. Baehr was 

t - more oak (1) Bi ith et 4 come a = born at Oshkosh, Wiscon- 
aes that t nyu = acon _ the de- pe oa sin, September 15, 1873, 

“4 7 has - e- scrip Lve account an t e craving tor the exp anatory ac P e and was graduated from 

count is a human trait to be alternately nourished and peo i ae : ih oe og the University of Wiscon- 
suppressed. For each,—the description and the explan- . an ‘ar : 

: . : 7" . ia sin in June 1894, with the 
ation—there is a proper time and place. In some sita- ere a 4 f 1 

tions, the craving for a tortoise or at least an clepkhant as > ESTEE . e . Bache oF . of 

is the criterion of the pioneer, in other situations the oS science in civil engineering. 
craving is utterly unwarranted, and the surrender to it ‘4 Today he is president and 
is fraught with the gravest possibilities of stagnation. ‘ general manager of the 

5,8 ‘ North American Light and 
Interest versus Citizenship . 5; e = 

. . / Power Company, a holding 
It is not wii Oe on of any man to carry into 4 company that owns and op- 

very many <acting disc : j ‘ ai y many of his fields o interest the exacting discipline erates various public utili- 

necessary to quantitative knowledge, or the critical attt- et 
meee ties in about one hundred 

tude necessary to profound knowledge. The interests : 
: cari} oa Ee and twenty-five communi- 
in many fields must necessarily be qualitative; for recre- WittrAM ALFRED BAEHR .. a 

ation, and for sanity. But having in mind the growing uss m the middlerwest, and 
complexity of the social organization, with the conse- he is recognized as an expert in matters concerning 

quent change in the constraints resulting from the diver- $45, electric light, and power. The story of his career 

sion of human interests into new and unnatural lines, since leaving college is an illustration of the fact that 

may we not be warranted in saying that the three kinds the engineer who has breadth of vision, and the courage 

of interest under consideration play the following parts to put his plans into effect can create his own oppor- 

in good citizenship ? tunities. 

a interests . ; . . Baehr, apparently, finished school in that state of mind 

th ement ie eu one from the viewpoint that causes worry to many of today’s seniors,—he didn’t 
of the necessity for stabilizing A : , . : 

op ie. © Le, g recreations know just what he was to do in the world. He tried rail- 
Quantitative interest : . . . 

/ 1 F we ‘ roading first, spending a short time with the old Wiscon- 
A necessary element in good citizenship from the _ L Intl i £480¢ he t drat ‘ ;: 4 : ca a drafts- 
economic point of view. A good workman must *” Central. . H the Spang On too we pecame “ 
know “how much.” (2) man at the Edgemoor Bridge Works, near W ilmington, 

Profound interest Del., and, subsequently, was employed in the same ca- 

A necessary element in good citizenship from the pacity by the Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Works of Mil- 

spiritual or moral side. The thing men have in waukee. It took him nearly three years to find his reai 

common is the same mind stuff, and loyalty to the work, for it was not until March, 1897, that he finally 

critical interest in mental operations and achieve- entered the public utility field as superintendent of distri- 

ments may well constitute one of the common ties.(3) bution for the Milwaukee Gas Light Co. 

In June, 1899, he was made superintendent of the gas 
1) In thi ion it is difficul r i i ss i . get : (1) In this connection it is difficult to refrain from direct department of the Denver Gas & Electric Co. In March. 

ing attention to the grossly misleading character of the con- + 3 s 
stantly reiterated statement that “We do not know what 1903, he went to St. Louis as engineer for the Laclede 
electricity is.” What more do we know about iron than we Gas Light Co., which was doing seven million dollars’ 

do = ae ate ea we can see, and feel, and \-orth of construction at the time. Five hundred miles 
smell iron. ain seeing and feeling and smelling is, how- z et It i a a aw service 
ever, a very small part of knowledge. The correct statement of gas mains were laid and sixty thousand new acenichs 

is not that “We do not know what electricity is,” but “We and meters were installed. The experience gained on 

cannot see, feel, or smell electricity.” this work was broad and valuable. 

(2) See The Grammar of Science, Chapter 1. By Karl While he was with the Laclede company, Mr. Baehr ) 
Pearson. ‘ : se a . 

conceived the idea of going into business for himself. 

(3) See The Philosophy of Loyalty. By Josiah Royce. He was able to develop a fairly good consulting practice, 

his clients being bankers who wanted reports upon gas 

. 5 : and electric properties, and municipalities that wanted 
Prof. Jesse B. Kommers, who is now engaged in re- : >P ‘ i for the es April. 3 fi 

: ¢ ae * ¢ some one esign plants tor them. Hs ril, 19 = 

search on the fatigue of metals at the University of One tO Mesis i = he nae a 

Illinois, will return to Wisconsin next year to resume teen years atter graduation, ne gave Up tis position with 
his work in the mechanics department. the Laclede Co. and opened offices as a consulting engi-
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neer in Chicago. He specialized in artificial and natural -\ warm interest is shown by Mr. Baehr in the young 
gas properties, electric light and power companies, arti- engineers in his organization, among whom are a num- 
ficial ice, and central heating. The organization he estab- ber of Wisconsin graduates. They are given an oppor- 
lished has expanded steadily, and today is one of con- tunity to learn the work of the various departments in a 
siderable proportions. Its activities embrace all phases practical way, and usually find themselves promoted as 
of design, construction, operation, valuations, rates, aud rapidly as they qualify themselves for positions of re- 

reports. sponsibility. He takes pride both in the growth of his 
One of the troublesome features of a consulting prac- splendid organization and in the quality of men that he 

tice is that there are serious fluctuations in the amount is developing in that organization. 
of business to be done. At times there is a great deal of Se 
work and the organization must be expanded to meet THINK! 
the demand. At other times, there is less activity and This has been called the era of machine production 
the force must be reduced. The undesirable features of because so much of the world’s work is done without 
such fluctuation need not be elaborated. Mr. Baehr was the aid of the human hand. 
confronted with this condition and set himself to remedy Brain 48 replacing muscle. Men do only that work s : s which machine cannot do. it. As a result he decided to enter the operating field, Machi duction date aces ban . Machine production dates from the revolutionary im 
upon the theory that there: was need for centralized ene provements in the steam engine by James Watt a little gineering, financing, and operation for public utilities. more than a century ago. 
A group of utilities served by a central engineering force, So great has been the development of labor saving 
for example, is in a position to receive better service than devices since that time that many people actually fear 
the single utilities could command. Furthermore, the that there will soon be no work left for the human ani- 
demand for service is more constant in the case of the maltodo. There is no basis for any such thought. 
group, and the engineering force wi!l not need to fluc- The adding machine, for instance, has not eliminated 
tuate seriously. Another reason that influenced Mr, the bookkeeper, but it has taken most of the drudgery 
Baehr in his decision was that the members of his staff, OUt of bookkeeping. It has largely contributed to the 
in meeting the problems of operation, would keep in close “evelopment of a new profession—that of accounting . : ¢ a and cost finding. touch with the developments in the public utility field. ite. % : . 
With these ideas in mind, the North American Light &  . — the hesnigy bist 8 {ted Brom easlenting toil, ae Ds it turns to its nobler function—that of creating. 
Power Company was organized. With this adding machine the modern bookkeeper 

The North American company is a holding company, becomes an interpreter. He now has time to more than 
as already stated, which owns and operates electric light “figger.” He analyzes his figures, and translates them 
and power, artificial and natural gas, artificial ice, central into terms that make them useful. 
heating, and some minor electric railway properties in ‘The once lowly bookkeeper, pitcured so effectively by 
about one hundred and twenty-five communities in Mon- Dickens, is now doing finer, better and more useful work 
tana, Idaho, Oklahoma, Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin, because he has the proper tools with which £6 WOER.. 
and Ohio. The operations of these properties, including The other: day a ae eetubiien of manuscripts . . . . which were transcribed in the thirteenth century. This all construction work, engineering, purchasing, accotint- was before the invention of the printing press. - 
ing, financing, valuation, and rate work, are handled from Some of the volumes contained over 10;000' words, 

the Chicago office. In addition to the North American every letter being laboriously produced as perfectly as 
group of properties, there are a number of other public though printed from type. 
utility properties for which the William .\. Baehr organ- -\n ancient scribe often worked five years on a book. 
ization acts as consulting engineers. The modern scribe sits at a linotype machine, which 

Mr. Baehr’s wide experience in his field has com- es & seboard bier, typewriter: Hie cen de More work, Me 2 aie 3% in a week than the ancient scribe could do in a year. manded general Fecogninon of his ability, He has been Freed from  stoop-shouldered drudgery, he. can do 

personally employed in a number of important cases, creative work. Some of the finest typesetting is now among which might be mentioned the Des Moines gas done on the linotype. . 

case, in 1911, the Georgia Railway and Power cases in The machine does not displace human energy. 
recent years, the Minneapolis Gas Light case, and the It liberates human energy. 

Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co. case of Chicago. He was The human factor will always be the dominant factor 

employed by the Public Service Commission for the First in industry, because it is the creative factor. Machines 
District of New York to investigate and report on gas may be made to do anything except think. 
pressure conditions in New York City. The investigation And after all, isn’t that the function of man—the 
extended over a year. His findings were adopted and chief, if not the only function, as far as production is 
now govern gas service in that city. concerned? Think! (From “Through the Meshes”)
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“All is discovere vered— 
] 99 

eave at once! i 
po 

- the shivery tones «f melodrama false | 
prophets rise up to assure you that all the ‘I 

wonders of electricity have been discovered, 

that the industry has had its day, that you 

should lose no time changing to some younger 

and less developed profession. : 
There were folks giving this same advice 

back in the eighteen seventies—but somehow 

Edison and Bell seemed to think differently. } 

And now, depend upon it that in 1921 as at ‘ 

any time during the last hundred years, tl2 

world is on the eve of important inventions and 
discoverics and their commercialization in the 

realm of electricity. Hy 
How momentous these developments shall j | 

become in the next forty years is largely up to 

you men now in college. It will fall upon you 
to work out interconnection systems, to manage 

water-power projects, to plan electrification ot 
railroads, to extend the lines of communication | 

into new lands. 
There are seventy million Americans who do 

not use electricity in their homes. One of your j 

i jobs will be to supply them. ° 
So there is a long-time market for your ser- 

vices, a demand for your utmost energy and 

ij enthusiasm and ability. 
Your cue is to start now thinking about your 

work in a big way, building yourself to measure 

Published in up to the opportunities and the problems that 

the interest of Elec- will be your share in developing this greater 
trical Development by industry of tomorrow. 

an Institution that will 
| be helped by what- * * * 

ever helps the The electrical industry needs men who can 

Industry. see far and think straight. 

Western Electric Compan Western Electric Company | 
The part which for 50 years this Com- 

pany has played in furthering electrical 
development is an indication of the share 
it will have in working out the even greater 
problems of the future. 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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THE STAFF 
Drewry Rove Harbaugh James Nolte Miller Gerhardt Buese 

Hentzen Kates Betzer Morley McLennegan Paulus Hamblen Edwards Hirshberg Editor Manager 
A A HAH tH 

| | EDITORIALS | | | ae ee 
TWO FACULTY MEMBERS LISTED AMONG edge to converse‘intelligently on the subject attacked, and 

“GREATEST LIVING ENGINEERS” to co-ordinate the facts obtained from various sources. 
Under a magazine heading, “Greatest Living Engi- He must stand equal to those he interviews: 

neers”, appear the names of two of Wisconsin’s teachers Common-place, accurate, English is the best means ; : a ‘ . ._ for expressing engineering thought to American people. of engineering. The lists appeared recently in an engi- ; . 5 ss ‘ . Flowery style and literary quality are of little value neering publication and were obtained from question- . : ‘ : 7 . f . . lleves. To find the in technical articles. Only one man on our staff, a Yale 
MALES sent to deans of engineering co ese p20 Oe . graduate, known as proof-reader, is necessary to approve names which we know so well classed with those of Edi- and correct the copy. 
s sthals, Steinme a gi s, is : son, Goethals, Steinmetz, and other famous eng HieeES, S “Before taking up my present work I had twelve years 

gratifying. Tt is probable that in our everyday grind experience as a practicing engineer. This experience has 
we fail to appreciate the true value of our daily contact been invaluable and prompts me to advise the aspiring 
with our faculty. But that is a selfish consideration if it engineering journalist to enter the field first as an engi- 
goes no further. Appreciate the fact that they are sacri- neer.” 
ficing valuab'e time everyday for our training and that _ _ 
the tangible compensation is a mere pittance compared tang DE ae Pilvance comp FACTORY OR COLLEGE to what commercial activity would bring. Then con- 

. 7 5 . . etic r De, ne r a: o re sider, and reserve for further daily consideration, that Tn an article by Professor Robertson Matthews ot . ~ - TOR, hin Fatiaga § . coke bec - tri annees scholastic effort on the part of every student furnishes Sibly College, in the March issue of Industrial Manage . he uses © expressi “ ee ae ction” in re- the remainder of the compensation, the intangible part. ment, he: uses the expression mess production MW Te Let’s give the faculty a “raise” !—M. K. D. ferring to the policies of our engineering schools, He 
seems to strike at once the keynote of the situation. In 
an effort to educate in great numbers, the human element 

POSSIBILITIES OF ENGINEERING is being neglected, and, as a logical sequence the quality 
JOURNALISM of the product must fall. What modern industry needs 

When interviewed as to the possibilities of engineering more than anything else is men of leadership, men of 
journalism as @ DLOLSSION, Mr. E. E. Thum, associate character, men of broad understanding. The place editor of Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering summed where these qualities can be developed is in the college : - - ~ phrase. “Rnsinesr Bren. tear i oa : : 5 up his OPIN, we the P ovote ‘oie o jena through the intimate relations with professors, men 2x : ineering profess > realizes si- - . next, - The eng neering profe SLQUE TEU © Fealzes the POST” themselves of the highest type, and men who should have tion of the man writing or editing articles for the scien- . ‘ 3 : . Like tournale inestimable influence on us. It is through just such per- ific als. 2 . i J : y 8 sonal contact that our lives are moulded and we begin to First of all, the material must be original. The lack Witt : } . ® 
of originality in subject matter discourages the attention STON: TEHOUE HE Awe accumt ate a mass of text-book 
of readers and hence is detrimental to the interests of tacts, maybe learned something, and perhaps sharpen 
the magazine. our intellects, but have we developed in character? A 

“Since, also, the material for the various articles is man who graduates with “high honors” may be nothing 
obtained from the ranking authorities in their respective more than a book-worm and have no stamina whatever. 
fields, the would-be journalist must have sufficient knowl- —R. W. T.
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BECAUSE every engineering student shouid | BECAUSE you, as an engineer, ought to be fa- 
be thoroughly familiar with Automotive Electri-  miliar with Automotive Electricity. 
city, the source of 75% of all automobile troubles. BECAUSE you can save 20% of the cost of 

BECAUSE in Milwaukee, at the School of Au- instruction by joining this special college class. 
tomotive Electricity, a staff of eight specialists and BECAUSE all of these reasons, taken togeth- 
several assistants, each one an expert in Automo- ef, should convince you that success is possible if 
tive Electricity, are ready to give you thorough you will but act. . 
practical training. On this page we have reproduced only a few 

BECAUSE you will have twenty thousand mee of our Automotive Department. Our 

dollars’ worth of ignition, starting, lighting, storage aeiecke hoto Story Booklet will tell you the 
Said : : , ry. 

ee ined ee equipment 10k Your Write for it. It’s free. Use the coupon in the 
oe . corner. 

BECAUSE our thirteen weeks’ special sum- 
mer course is designed for college students, and if ° 
hei eee of, will greatly increase your fu- CH@DL f ENGINEERING 

gx ‘a g capa me ure prestige and earning capacity. 373 B. Broadway, Milwau22, Wis. 
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ole Fe a We a oe F ] ee a 373 E. Broadway, 

ah ey! q met OO. a“ e Ze QO eee = Milwaukee, Wis. 
| | Se nb ok a) Pr eee |... igati i eee j et pape eee io Se: ae | Without obligating me in any 

g - = a a a>) ae > SE ieieas way, please send me your 
Pay aie E ih Ps Pas —— ! “Photo Story” Booklet and 

ees se “ fs reat | a ees | Special Typewritten report. 

a PP a -* a eae | 
a? ee . e yh eat ae oa ane 1 Name cece eeeeeeececeeeeqeeetseeeeteeseeee 

aE at es — 1 Street occ eee ceteeeeeeeee 
General view of the Starting and Lighting Laboratory at the S. of E. Every table con- 
tains a complete starting, lighting, and ignition system of some make of car, each one ! . 
laid out exactly and complete as it is in the actual car. I GHEY svessacensssseses: SERS nece 

SSS 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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| {i | 
| Seas » | | The Dalco Cab & Transfer Co. | | “Gifts that Last!” | | 7°. 
| scsemsmee eee | | When in need of a real cab i 
| sHtaneanesneneanarananananammaes | Ty yon SERVICE call 

| Call in and see our complete line of |! B.-2646; F.-935 I 

; GRADUATION GIFTS. i; | NIGHT and DAY SERVICE 
j For MEN and WOMEN. In watches | i Baggage i : 

i we carry the Howard, Hamilton, Wal- | | Office 148 S. Blair St. | 

! tham, Elgin, South Bend, ete. tol 0 te C. &N me Desk | | 

Rings with diamonds or all kinds of syn- PROSE <iegpole | 

j thetic stones set in high grade platin [bee ttt 

| mountings. Pn 

Also gifts in all kinds of high grade ' 

: jewelry. 7 : 
| . ‘ L | | 
i Don’t forget that present for your best | | BLACKHAWK ELECTRIC CO. i 
La + ot | 

Co-Ed. i] 301-305 STATE ST. 
| seagsenuscauasanescanesenscocnesencseausecuscsenzscansestnzstazscstnestangy | ENGINEERS--CONTRACTORS / 

' B. GREENBERG, | | WESTINGHOUSE LAMPS i 

| JEWELER, GENERAL ELECTRIC FANS 
| 2 8 : L cath Sate Besar. | | ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 
ont tt atts oy cnt 

a 

| I 
| _~» VACATION WILL SOON BE HERE! 

| = a. a a For that homeward trip you may need a trunk, suit- | 
i A for oo 
| [Sex -S22--7 fF K case or traveling bag. Come in now and select one from 
| eee sani ahauia vy Hither | i = See. ae the largest stock in southern Wisconsin. t 

SS Ee Trunks and Leather goods Repaired. | 

SS LiF” Phone B. 666 i . Ny Th _ se Ry 1one b. 666 | 
y WEHRMANNS 116 King St. 

Iie nee EN the Ho Rt SH 
a re eet 

| Lf | 
| Lot i : i 
| YOUR BEST BUY i | The Wisconsin Barber Shop , 
| 1 | «corel i 
| A 1A Kodak Jr. with £.77K.A. Lens. | | 827 University Ave. i 
i ! | We close at We close at |! 
I 1 | g:00 P. M. SEVEN 6:00P.M. ! 

| | Monday CHAIRS Tuesd 
| fr HOTOART ! | Wednesday Thus ay | 
| | | Friday hursday | 
i XHovsE i | i 

i Wo J MEUER PRESIDENT il Our Service will please you. i 
i i i 

ea i i pe tat 4 
Get the Late Records at HOOK BROS.
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The Visi f This M 
Gave America Alternating Current 

Thirty-odd years ago state legis- opposition of those who fostered 
latures were being importuned to direct current instead. The whole 
prohibit the distribution of alter- Electrical Industry now recognizes 
nating current on the pretense that there is a proper field for each 
that it was dangerous. Today, system, but it was all or nothing 
legislatures are asked only to com- in the late ’80’s, when the ques- 
pel its makers to distribute it more tion was first raised. 

widely and sell it more cheaply. The original alternating current | 

| Times have changed since West- system was hardly practicable, 

inghouse bought the Gaulard and even for lighting purposes. From 

Gibbs Transformer patents, and it, however, have resulted all the | 

brought Alternating Current to modern applications of the alter- } 

America. This was the necessary nating current system, the many 
preliminary step to the tremendous _—_ methods and devices for transmit- 
developments that Alternating ting current at high voltages and | 

Current, once known as “‘West- stepping it down to lower pres- 
inghouse Current,”’ has made pos- sures by transformers located in 
sible. connection with the consuming 

To eliminate all the alternating | apparatus, whether in the home, 

systems and apparatus that arein 1” industry, or for the Public 
use everywhere today would set Service. 
this country back thirty years; The foresight, the engineering 

but there was a time when all the genius, and the courage of West- 

resources and courage that West- inghouse fathered the evolution 

inghouse could command were re- of Alternating Current, one of 

quired to withstand the bitter the greatest modern commodities. 

Westinghouse 

f XW) 
SSS565655——555 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Ge When you think of graduation gifts think of KLITSNER’S || 
i sf i... complete line of College Jewelry, Fraternity Pins, Rings, j 
i Se ey Diamonds, Mesh bags, Ivory Pyralin, Bar Pins, Brooches, | 
| Se — Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils, Watches, such as Elgin, | 
! Howard, Waltham, Hampton, Hamilton and Illinois, anv size, all Jewels either in open | 

face or Hunting cases 20 year or 14 K. Solid gold, and Novelty Goods. . 

i OPTOMETRIST i | J.L. KLITSNER, ohana | 
i 218 State St. Phone B. 3165 i 
i “ALWAYS SOMETHING DIFFERENT” i 
eet tat tee et 
Tene a 

; v ‘mportet ij 1 
| Precast Po lian | ' ICE CREAM | 

Compounding Perfumes i 

i ij i _ Prices have been cut as low as the lowest j 
i Tiedeman's Pharmacy | | for SORORITIES and Fraternities in j 

702-704 University Avenue i Maun Acts. . ; 

| “THE HOME OF THOSE SMOOTH MALTEDS” | | Remember Quality is Always Considered i 

C, H. SNIFFEN--Caterer 
aton, Crane & Pike Kodak | 1} I pn iationery Sumties | | The Candy Shop 420 State St. 

pe 
ee ot 

: e e e | 

| ' | Over a Million CRolls of Film | 
\ ‘ ‘ i 

have been developed and printed in our plant. We 
! : : . | 

should know how to do it by this time. --- WE DO. i 

| Mckoillop Art Company, | 
| 650 State Street, Madison, Wisconsin. 
fea 

a 

! ‘ ‘ oe i 
| Did you ever taste anything more delicious? | 
yr YOUR CAMP-FIRE has burned down low and you have some nice 

i hot coals, hold a PIMENTO CHEESE SANDWICH overiiuntilihe bread j 
is toasted and the cheese begins to melt. Eat it while hot. We have 

i dozens of other good suggestions for that PICNIC LUNCH, at - - i 

| 
The Chocolate Shop. | 

i | | | 
eT indlly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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WE CALL AND DELIVER PHONE: Badger 1056 i e * i 

MINT BROG i ; University PhotoShop | 
AKE SUIT 1 | 

; CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING PHOTO FINISHING 
| ii and i ; SUITS $25.00 AND UP | | 
| EXTRAPAIR PANTSFREE | ; PICTURE FRAMING , 
| i i 

' 1353 University Ave. Madison, Wisconsin 810 University Ave. Tel.: B. 6216 ! 

! | | 
9B nt te ee en nnn ny Boe it tt tt ttn tnt ttt te 

aa A Bt + 

| | 
| . : : : | 
i WHAT is more refreshing than a nice, cool Fruit i 
| ‘ ‘ | 
I Salad or a dish of Ice Cream to top off a light i 
| ‘ ! 
i lunch after a spring walk, at | 
| | 
| ! 
| The College Refectory | ! | 
| 
! I 

etre tt et htt ttt a HE A RB REE EEE Et ttt 

pte reett  S F009 tt tt ttt tt 8A tN BE 

' | | COMING BACK FROM THE GAME | 
i j Frosh Engineer: (with a discoverer’s enthu- i 
; - 7 siasm). Say, let’s stop and get a malted. | 
| TH E CAFE | ! I’ve found a great place over there at the | 
| ! | Badger Pharamcy. | 

I | | Upper-classman: (wise in the ways of Madi- | 
! | ! son). lll drink with you son, only don’t | 
| REGULAR DINNER 35 CENTS—including | | swell up over your find. Malted isn’t the | 
1 | mes —. > ot only thing you can buy at the Badger. Otto j 
i Meat, Fores V Reciabe. and, Bidding: ' i carries a line of drawing supplies at prices j 
i Bread and Butter, and Coffee, Milk or Tea. i i that make the Co-op jealous. Here’s how! i 

| One Trial will make you a permanent customer. i i THE BADGER PHARMACY i 

! | ! University Avenue at Warren St. I 
ptt tet ttt oe tn ttn ttt nt ttt 

| 

Samson Spet Sash Cord - 

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

Made of extra quality cotton yarn, carefully inspected and guaranteed free from all imperfections of braid or finish. 
The colored spots are our trade-mark, used only with this quality. 

We make braided cord of all sizes, kinds and colors, for all purposes, including sash cord, clothes lines, trolley cord, 
signal cord, are lamp cord, and many special cords for special purposes. 

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST 

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS 88 Broad Street, Boston 9, Mass. 

Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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BRINGING MORE DAYLIGHT INTO INDUSTRIAL Fett tt ttt th 8 tA By 

BUILDINGS. | Alundum Wheels Crystolon Wheels ! 
Dr. George M. Price, writing on “The Importance of | . ! 

Fight in Factories,’ in “The Modern Factory,” states: | } id De tee Engineers | 
“Light is an essential working condition in all industrial I Ke daily with different grinding opera- I 

éstablishments, and is also of paramount influence in the i ea — tions and learn the successes and fail- | 
}reservation of the health of the workers. There is no i pee. ures of wheels of certain grains and i 

tondition. within industrial establishments to which so 7  () aya\ 3 grades. Heap tee és, olweys i 
iule attention is an as proper eee ane Humination. a ae "4 Si of it is free to every inquirer. i 
specially is this the case in many of the factories in the | 4.eje)“iss ! 

United States. A prominent investigator, who had exten- [| te NORTON COMPANY | 
sive opportunities to make observations of industrial es- | eae Worcester, Mass. | 
tablishments in Europe as well as in America, states: “I i oo ELECTRIC FURNACE PLANTS i 

have seen so many mills and other works miserably i SS Niagara Falls, N. Y. i 
lighted, that bad light is the most conspicuous and general ES Chippawa, Ontario, Canada i 
defect of American factory premises.” | nap ntti 

“My own investigations for the New York State Fac- renner resi 

tory Commission support this view. In these investigations 1 tn tat tt tt tt th Ht 

it was found that 36.7% of the laundries inspected, 49.29% I a= 3 | 

of the candy factories, 48.4% of the printing places, 50% 7 CSS Sx i 
of the chemical establishments, were inadequate'y lighted. (SES, WS e= 
There was hardly a trade investigated without finding a = Sa LES EY Ss) = 
large number of inadequately lighted establishments.” Ss SS" 

Inadequate and defective lighting of industrial build- ! : 
ings is not confined to the establishments in New York | CHICAGO STEEL TAPE CO. | 
State alone. The same conditions prevail in most sections | 6231 Cottage Grove Avenue | 

uf the country. | CHICAGO, ILL. | 
Such conditions as mentioned above are entirely op- | — Manufacturers — ! 

: posed to the laws of health, Bante uO and’ ‘efficiency: | Surveying Implements, Tapes, Leveling Rods, Self- | 
Wherever poor lighting conditions prevail, there must be i Computing Rods, Stadia Rods, Rod Ribbons, i 

a corresponding loss of efficiency and output both in qual- i Targets, Marking Pins, Lining Poles, i 

ity and in quantity. American industry is not using nearly : Eureka Tape Repairers, Ete. = 

enough daylight and sunlight in its buildings. Every I | 
endeavor should be made to use as much as possible of 9 St" "oe" nn nt tt tt ttt 
daylight for lighting purposes. To obtain this it is of 

course necessary that the rays of daylight and sunlight (PT! ° 8 Teen tt 
are permitted to enter the interior of the buildings as | 
freely as possible, with the important modification that | i 
the direct rays of the sun must be properly diffused to | | 
prevent glare and eyestrain. A glass especially made for i i 
this purpose is known as Factrolite, and is recommended i 3 i 
for the windows of industrial plants. Windows should be i Org QAnS i 
kept clean if the maximum amount of daylight is to pass 2 2 
through the glass, but the effort will be well renaid by | ! 
the benefits secured. | | 

In the presence of poor lighting, we cannot expect | 532-534 State Street 
men to work with the same enthusiasm as when a well | | 
lighted working place has been provided. The physical i I 
surroundings have a deep effect upon the sentiments of i i 
the employes, and where bad working conditions are al- 3 i 
lowed to prevail, there is invariably a lessening of morale | 
and satisfaction created thereby. Neglecting to utilize 

what nature has so bounteously provided, daylight, and Fie ee ere ee 
which is so essential toward industrial efficiency, we have i . - | 
an instance of wastefulness, but now that the importance : Established 1854 i 
ef good lighting is becoming recognized, undoubtedly more ‘ i 
attention will be given by progressive industrial employ- i C kl & S C : 
ers to furnishing the means which are essential for their | on in ons 0. ! 
workers to secure and maintain the efficiency, which counts | | 
for so much in the success of any industrial concern in this i COAL, WOOD | 
competitive age. ; — ; ; i ‘A AKE Cc | 

If you are interested in the distribution of light i and MENDOT. L ICE i 
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory 5 i 
Report—“Factrolited.” | CEMENT, STUCCO, WHITE LIME, HAIR & i 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, SEWER PIPE i 
220 Fifth Avenue, 5 . aces 5 

St. Louis. New York. Chicago. Main Office: 24 S. Mifflin St. 
No. 3. Fe nn tt i tt i tt i nr 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Baguioee when you write.
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| | 
| ENGINEERING REVIEW 
| | 
ry te et th tN 

By M. A. HirsHBerc 

Railroad Capstan vised which would give a better and at the same time as 
Railroad yards are now being equipped with a system light a mirror. The process, as finally worked out, con- 

which dispenses with the necessity of making use of a sists in pressing the aluminum between two optically flat 

locomotive and its crew merely for the purpose of shift- steel dies. The mirrors thus made are highly polished 

ing a car or two. An electric capstan was recently intro- with the surfaces sufficiently plane to produce satisfac- 

duced for just such a purpose. The car puller, as the tory images of the spot of light. 

device is called, consists of a powerful electric motor ee 

driving a capstan through a low reduction gear. In order Record Blast Furnace Production 
to pull one or more cars along the track, one end of a What is believed to be a world’s record blast furnace 

stout rope is made fast to a car while the other end is production has been made recently at the South Chicago 

wrapped around the capstan and pulled by the operator a oat ach lie ee “°. roduced 742 tons ot 

so as to insure a firm hold. A handle protruding through iRBH : Neo focmate oth renee a-tgtl for the day from 

the motor casing serves to start and stop the motor. two furnaces of 1489 tons. On March 22nd No. 1 fur- 

Road Building P nace produced 818 tons and the No. 2 furnace 643 tons, 

00. wlaing Frogrant the total for the day being 1461 tons. It is worthy of 
The second annual convention of the Asphalt Associa- note that while iewe connages were being produced, the 

tion, held in New York, April 13, marked important gen- No. 2 furnace was put in blast on September 5th, 1915 

eral advances in the road building and street paving field. and has been continually in blast ever since, during whict: 

The association took the lead in advocating measures time this furnace has made over 1,100,000 gross tons of 

which will go far toward placing the road-building and pig iron on the same lining. The figure of March 22nd of 

street-paving industry on a higher plane and will climi- 818 tons produced in one furnace is said to be a world’s 
nate waste and extravagance in highway construction. record in blast furnace production. “Horse Power” . 

They adopted resolutions taking the stand that efficient Howland, Wisconsin, ’03, is superintendent of the plant. 

engineering and executive management are essential to ncrmetiven Hivcities 

the improvement of the nation’s highways; that highway A newly i eee etme “bi for shi 

expenditure should be proportional to traffic importance ; - “eo 2 wha “ 1 tbe "I wed i me o ee 

that advantage should be taken of every opportunity to Yate “Engin waving Revlens he satus oF dh tovamton 

benefit by the road building experience of other nations ; lies in the act that the blades are confined to one section 
that the unemployed of the nation should receive employ- instead of to two, as formerly, making possible the te. 

veers arr mas veoeeaia, thas atfetine tive versing of motion of ships almost instantaneously, with- 

trial depression, : out loss of ether pressure or velocity. F. P. Machado. 

The adoption of this program would set an army of a 2 Brazilian, 28 She inventor: 

million unemployed at building highways, would help to ‘The Chinaman, wn Bagincer 

solve our rail problems, would release money for local In the light of the huge engineering project -whidly 

circulation through wages, and in payments to local pro- pein contem lared shy meaueot wien w vill | ble . 

ducers of road-building materials, and would reduce the tilin 1 ae 1 Oy ne .° nae we will Be able to 

dangers to travel by abolishing railroad grade crossings, Aunt er tam a coasts an a ne ae it ansy 

more adequately bridging rivers, and would put the farm- the Chinan a a : “— aoe ae files es meat ‘ais 
er of the outlying district closer to his market and to |: mm ae rst me suse e me ey a me 
medical. and hospital aid—dAveoctatlen Bulletin. tides. Along the shores of China we find tidal rice-mills, 

which, though quaint and crude, nevertheless show con- 

Mivvors Por Ciecimearhs siderable een and engineering ability on the part of 

Recently the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., ern masers: hese tiny plants are sithated on tidal 
has developed a new method for producing very small creeks. A dam, which ‘s opened at high tide and closed 
and light mirrors for use on. oscillographs. Sometime when the tide begins to ebb, furnishes a quantity of water 

ago an attempt was made to produce these mirrors from sufficient to rotate a water-wheel for five or six hours at 

aluminum, polishing the metal in the usual way. How- # time. The wheel is entirely of hardwood, even to the 

ever, it was found that the metal was too soft to be satis- bearings of the shaft, and is constructed in the precise 
factorily polished and some other means had to be de- ™anner so characteristic of the wooderaft of these people.
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| LUMNI NOTES | A 
! | Ben te ptt i tt tn tt tt ht htt ttt tate 

By Davip W. McLenecan 

; C. H. ANDERSON, ex-m 23, was around the campus at the Frep V. Larkin, g ’06, M. E. 715, who has until recently 
time of the exposition. He is now atten.ing Milwaukee been chief inspector for the Harrisburg Pipe and Pipe Bend- 
School of Engineering, Milwaukee, Wis. ing Co., Harrisburg, Pa., is now professor of mechanical en- 

; Epwin L. ANDREW, e ’16, is with the Merchandising Sec- gineering at Lehigh University. He has been visiting vari- 
tion of the Department of Publicity of the Westinghouse cus engineering colleges around the country and stopped off 
Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa. at Madison on his way to the meeting of the American So- 

Ray E. BEHRENS, ¢ 19, is now with the Wisconsin High- ciety of Industrial Engineers at Milwaukee. 
way Commission. He has only recently returned from South H. O. Lorp, c ’20, who is employed by Mead & Seastone, is 

a CeiES dior he was employed by the Aluminum Company ack again at the Madison office. He has been at Danville, 
® Prov. Barca d Pr 7 Illinois, superintending a water supply project. 

meeti oy EN an OF, o ARSON attended the recent GEorGE T. Moore, m 713, came down from Oshkosh to at- 
eeting of the American Society of Industrial Engineers at tend the exposition, 

Milwaukee, and while in the city visited the Lakeside Plant. e . , + + 7 ‘ They saw H. C. ProcHazKA, m °12, who is an engineer with Louis C. NEWTON, m 17, is a construction engineer with 

the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co. the Stark Construction Co., Duluth, Minn. He resides at 

Pau B. BEsT, e ’12, telephone engineer with the Central 4582 London Ra. 3 : he B 
Union Telephone Company, has been transferred to Cleve- CARL R. OESTREICH, c ‘17, who has been with the Berger 

land, Ohio, where mail will reach him in care of Ohio Belt Mfg. Co., at Canton, Ohio, for a number of years, is now 
Telephone Co. located at Dallas, Texas, where he may be reached in care 

BERNARD CONATY, ¢ ’18, dropped in during spring recess. Of the same company. . 
He is now a field engineer with the Wallace & Tiernan Com- VINCE” O'SHEA, e-ex "21, has entered the commercial _ 
pany of Chicago. FINLEY FISBECK, m ’19, has a similar 2imeering department of the American Telegraph & Tele- 

position with the same company. phone Company, New York City. . ; ith 

Wabdre EpmunpDs, e ’21, who finished last February, is now the ee te oe mee Techanic ale meow York working with T. M. E. R. & L. Co., Milwaukee. : : aa F a “Bun” EMANUEL, min ’20, who has been worki a City. His home address is 1509 Biddle St., Baltimore, Md. ; 7 : rking as min- EED, ¢ ’08, is with ini at Stigler, 
ing engineer at Anaconda and at Hibbing, Minn., is at the aft, O. REED, ¢ ’08, is with a mining company ig) 

present.et bis home, Hallereek, Wis. i . L. C. Rockett, ¢ °15, who is with the Wisconsin Highway 
J. H. GeIsse, m ’17, is employed as experimental engineer Commission has removed to 46 Arlington Place, Oshkosh 

by the Wright Aefonautical Corporation, Paterson, N. J. Wis ~ s e , , 
; ‘ . 

ajg W. Grave, m 08, has Just prepared &, paper for the WILLIAM RYAN, c ’18, is about to join the benedict class, 
. S. C. E. on Parabolic Wiers. Mr. Greve is assistant pro- “ Z : . . 

fi : 5 ; according to the announcements. He is working for the Wis- 
essor of Hydraulics at Purdue University. éonsin Highway Cominission 

J. W. GRISWOLD, m 713, is a mechanical engineer, residing 0.3 scare e712 who has been in the U. S. Reclama- 
at 4025 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Secs velccins tg AS ts z cae sari 

A tion Service, in Idaho, is now production engineer with the 
Among those who returned to the campus to celebrate South California Edison Co., at Big Creek, Calif. 

Founder’s Day were BILL BELLACK, E. B. Morsr, O. H. Mak- Ouenern! 2eutor s ae we: ns 4 . 
ETHAN W. ScHMIDT, m ’19, is doing research work on elec- 

SHALL, BILL STEELE, GORDON FRATER, DoN SLAKER, BILL trolysis for the People’s Gas Company, Chicago. 
MAntTonyA, E. W. Scumipt, Cari Korrier, R. R. KNOERR, TolyS!S tor the ve pie PANY» Ua Bo. 2 
GEorcE ZAMzow and W. ZAMZow H. C. Scumirt, ¢ 713, has left his position with the city 

. 100 te an amet engineer of Milwaukee and is now located at Mason City, Ia. 
R. E, HAmILton, e ’20, is an engineer with the Central . > * 

B a Z ae He has become interested in the Henkel Construction Co., of 
Electric Co. His home address is 1128 Michigan Ave., Fort which firm Cart A. W. HENKEL, ¢ ’16, is also a member. L A. W. Hep i A 
Wayne, Ind. . . . . Bos SMITH, c ’20, wishes to announce that he is deputy 

Harry Hrrsu, e ’15, who has been with the Signal Electric state engineer for the State of South Dakota. Bob writes 
Mfg. Co., of Menominee, Mich., for some time, is planning to that “The country seems to be interesting enough to at- 
go into business for himself at Milwaukee, about May 1. His tract a regular mob of engineers, but not many from Wis- 

temporary address will be 71-74 Cawker Bldg. consin. He also sends us the following alumni news: 
Rogert D, HuGHEs, ¢ ’13, is in business at Dayton, Ohio, CLAYTON J. Loomer, ¢ 712, is Engineer of Tests, South 

under the firm name of Hughes White Truck Sales Co. His Dakota Highway Commission, Pierre, S. D. 

address is 119 Franklin Street. PAuL S. EcBert, ¢ °16, is County Engineer, Brown County, 

H. R. HuNTLEY, e ’20, is a transmission engineer with the with offices at Aberdeen, S. D. 
Wisconsin Telephone Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Emin F. STERN, m 719, is employed by the Worthington 

CLARK E, KAUFFMAN, m ‘17, is at present located in Mil- Pump and Machinery Corporation, West Allis, Wis. He is 
waukee. His address is 200 Mason St. designing gas engines. His address is 7316 National Ave. 

H. E. KRANzZ, e 714, E. E. °17, is a manufacturing methods C. K. Texter, ch ’14, Ch. E. 16,’ who was formerly con- 
engineer with the Western Electric Co. Dept 6425, Haw- nected with a paper corporation at Howland, Maine, is now 

thorne, Ill. with the Northwest Paper Co. at Cloquet, Minn. 
“Hank” Kurz, ¢ 718, and “Lovie” Kircu, ¢ ’18, are with Howarp THwarr, ¢ ‘16, is an assistant engineer for the 

the People’s Gas Company, Chicago. Edward C. Gillen Co., Wells Bldg., Milwaukee. 

W. H. LANGE, c-ex ’21, stopped in Madison the week before J. REX VERNON, c ’18, is assistant division engineer for 

Easter. He was on his way to take a position in the Green the Wisconsin Highway Commission, at Lancaster. 
Bay division of the Highway Department. He had previously W. H. WILLIAMS, e ’96, sends word that his address is now 

been employed by the Texas Highway Commission. Stevensville, Mich.
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| University Ave. and Park St. i Mae 7 
' i Waa >”) 
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| | Modern Machinery “a 

“Whats the matter my little lad?” asked for Industrial Expansion q 

| the kind old lady— 
| 
| “Got mty new trousers all covered with dust,” sobbed I Building six million horsepower in gas, oil 

| the: boy pre, iy mother wouldn't ef me) take; them | and steam engines of all kinds and sizes is but 

! In dusting our shelves last January of all the stock ! one of many  Allis-Chalmers achievements. 
| we owned at high prices—we really reduced our prices ! Daily great shipments of modern machinery— 

' por eee was necessary—but just see where it puts frequently complete plants—go forth to assist 

j _ Here we stand—at the same old stand—but with i the engineers and manufacturers meet the needs 
2 new goods at new prices—from 30 to 50 per cent less : for greater equipment. 
| than you can and will pay in the stores that did not ! 

! take their medicine as the people ordered. ! With enormous manufacturing resources 
| Our New Suit Prices $30 to $55 | and facilities the Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., de- 

: ! | signs and builds—under the supervision of « 

| | highly organized engineering staff—a great va- 

| ! riety of engineering equipment. These products i i y gs ig equip P 
i i are considered by the foremost engineers of this 

i i country and abroad as unsurpassed in design 

) LOTH I NG and construction. 

i OM PAN Y / i Our Engineers are always pleased to be consulted 

| i 
| | Allis-Chalmers Products 

! Air Brakes Hydraulic Turbines 

4 tt tne aera Air Compressors Mining Machinery 
— ™ ena Cement Machinery Oil Engines 

a a Coal Mining Machinery Perforated Metals 
| | (ondensers a Bumping Machinery 
: ° ye rushing Machinery eciprocating Pumps 
| When you lay aside “| Electrical Machinery ‘Rolling Mill Machinery 
j . . . . | Electric Hoists Saw Mill Machinery 
; your slipstick think of ; Farm Tractors Steam Engines 
| ! Flour Mill Machinery Steam Hoists 
| AMERICAN ICE CREAM | Forgings Steam Turbines 
; : Gas Engines Timber Treating and 

for that picnic | Preserving Machinery 

! ! 

| Ameri | ALLI- CHALMERS | American Ice Cream Co. | 
| 525—27 University Ave. | anufacturing Co pany 

| Badger 1821-1822. | Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A. 
! | District Offices in All Leading Cities. 
een i nt in tn it et ee tt nde 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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| The Pawling & Harnischfeger Co. | 
| Milwaukee, Wisconsin | 
| | 

i Offers to Engineering Students of the University of Wisconsin, bulletins and catalogs, mailed free, on any of i 

i the following subjects: i 

| ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES, DRILLING AND BORING MACHINES, GRAB- | 

BUCKETS, HOISTS AND MONORAIL SYSTEMS, AND 
| EXCAVATING MACHINERY. | 

Dereon ssa seg egg a en tl 
Fe 

| | 
I | 

VELVET KENNEDY 
I . | | ICE CREAM Dairy Company | 

Distributers of Safe Milk, Cream, Buttermilk, | 

i ssit’s All Creamy’? Cottage Cheese, Butter. Sole Manufacturers of + 

] Velvet Ice Cream. i 

Pure and Pasteurized. — : 
z Milk Plant Ice Cream Plant l 

! Be Sure that You get VELVET 618 University Ave. 629 W. Wash. Ave. | 
Always. Phone Badger 7100 Phone Badger 2751 

Fen anette tnt AH EEE EAA tt 

aaa 
ee ue onty it 

VTHE VILTER MFG. CO., 906 Clinton St.) | seep | AT ONLY 
| MILWAUKEE, WIS. Established 167 | | /“] a —_ BAGGAGE SHOP to 

1 fy Builders of (2 vo ~~ In the Lati 

i a a i Poppet Valve | | WA mes: - n the Latins Ouarter i 

| BZ: a o Corliss | | Special Cases Made to Measure | 
ese Engines 1 ! 

; ; : 7 7 416 STATE STREET ; 
| "iscsi ee es Ice Making and | ! ! 

| . Refrigerating | | Madison Leather Goods Co. | 
| _ Machinery | | ! 

te ne a tt tt tnt a tty Bt tt EE 

A a re EE . 

| “MADISON BLU E”—A mark of quality on Blue Prints or Rectigraph Prints 

MADISON BLUE PRINT COMPANY 
PHONE B-6800 28 W. MIFFLIN ST. |! 

Dae ee 

ee a Ss ee ee 

! FAIRBANKS—FREY ENGRAVING CO. | 
! 209-211 West Water St. alert crn eee 

Engraving Color Work Designing _— Illustrating i 

Re ae Se 

All the New Music at HOOK BROS. 

|
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| CAMPUS NOTES | 
| SS | 

“| By Freperick W. Notte os | 

| fo oe | 
! é | 
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Now balmy breezes usher in the Spring Every three or four weeks during the past months, 

And Heaven’s azure hemisphere is fair. the graduate students and several of the seniors in the 

The flowers bud and bloom—the birds all sing Mining Department have held a seminar meeting at some 

But I still don my winter underwear! down town restaurant. Dinner is followed by a paper, 

and a general discussion. 

Now Nature seems about to laugh aloud Papers which have been presented are: 

Above, the clouds like dabs of whipped cream float. , “Mineral Resources of Armenia,” by K. L. Hussissian. 

The earth is freed from Winter’s glacial shroud “Development of United States Mining Laws,” by 

But I have not sent home my overcoat! Julian Conover. 

} “History and Development of the Compressed Air 

The ground is all inlaid with living green Rock Drill’, by Marcus W. Link. 

Soon you and I will roam the hills together. “Sub-Level Stopping on the Marquette Range’, by 

But wear your long oves*—(Y ou know what I mean) Loyd M. Scofield. 
Yow'll find you cannot trust this gosh darn weather! It is planned to have two more meetings this year. At 

*Dear Kates,—Meaning long gloves. the next meeting, H. G. Hymer will present a paper on 

: es “Mine Examination”. It is hoped that the meetings will 

Having got that out of our system, we very likely will be continued next year, as it is the opinion of all who 

not have any boils this year. have attended that they are well worth the time and ef- 

a fort. 

Bill Bellack (M. E) blew in town the other day, and Eta Kappa Nu announces the election of Bjorn Bjorn- 

expounded the following theory. He says that even - : 
: j : 5 son, Ray Paulus, E. J. Mohr, and Ernst Guillemin. 

though a mechanical engineer quits his chosen profes- 

sion and goes into the clothing business, the initials M. E. WHAT SAY, ENGINEERS? 

still apply. The new meaning is “Men’s Emporium.” The following letter from a Physical Ed has reached 

OO the sanctum of the ENGINEER: 
Tau Beta Pi announces the election of the following “We were looking over an old Encrnrer the other 

Juniors : F. A. Buese, M. K. Drewry, B. J. Bjornson, day and found this,—‘The Home Ecs and Agrics are 

C, A. Andree, Ernst Guillemin, J. S. Baker, R. L. always throwing parties. Why can’t the Physical Eds 
Paulus, G. W. Wegner, H. C. Hubbard, T. B. Maxfield, a4 the Engineers get together ? 

W. D. Trueblood, and L. E. Chase. “Well, of course, we did not know before how you 

. felt about it. When we want anything like that we just 
The engagement of Delmar Nelson to Miss Elizabeth put a poster up in Lathrop with a sign here spacé. We 

Miller has been announced. Both are graduates of the asked the rest of the crowd about it and they all thought 

class of 1920. Mr. Nelson has returned to continue his jt a beautiful idea. They had all been just dying to look 

studies, having received a graduate fellowship in Me- through those three legged telescopes and make funny 

chanical Engineering. wig wag signals, and now here is a chance, they thought 

ne It was suggested to combine hiking and survey. Of 

Elections this year were well contested for the most course, we couldn’t compete with the Home Ecs in the 

part and some real old-time electioneering was carried kitchen, but we can make coffee over a camp fire and so, 

on. Engineers gaining positions in the last elections are: now that the open season for picnics is here—well, you 

S. B. Green business manager of the 1923 Badger; Al see how it is with us, boys. When shall we go?” 
Knollin president of the Athletic Board; Everett Jones, re 
Cardinal Board. The Athletic Board presidency went Professor Ray Owen spent the spring vacation sub- 
by default, but the other positions won by engineers were dividing Camp Zachary Taylor, near Louisville, Ky. 
won under strong campaigning. into building lots. The camp site is to be sold at auction.
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING John R. Smith, a graduate of the mechanical engi- 

Longnecker recounts the following episode: an irriga- neering course of the class of 1905, spoke to the junior 

‘tion power project in Montana was attempted without and senior engineering students April 27, upon the sub- 

first consulting the farmers, and with poor results. Sez ject of estimating. Mr. Smith, who is estimator for an 

they, “Can’t do business with your company. We don’t electrical contracting firm in Chicago, told something of 

want that there water on our crops after all the electricity the incidents that led to the organization of the electrice 

has been took out of it.” estimators of that city into an association for the purpose 

ee of putting the art of estimating on a scientific basis so 

In an address before the Roxana Club of Madison, on far as possible. He also went into the detailed methods 

April 19, Mr. Arthur F. Peabody, state architect, advo- used in his line of work. A record breaking crowd heard 

. cated the establishment of a school of architecture at the address. 

the university. He estimated that $15,000 a year will 

support such a school, and went on to show the present The Madison section of the A. I. E. E. met on April 

inadequate facilities in this state for developing archi- 27, 1921, to hear Mr. J. N. Cadby speak on problems in 

tects. The state is now dependent entirely upon outside connection with extending electric service to prospective 

schools. consumers. Mr. Cadby has had wide experience with 

TT . these problems and gave an interesting lecture. This lec- 

The maneuvers of Wisconsin's SEEM this year are to tire was followed by a discussion of the possible use of 
be supervised and directed by two engineers. Art Samp, iron wire for small loads by F. J. Singer and W. R. Lyon. 

*22, has been elected captain, and Ed Hanley. ’22, is to be 

coxswain. Samp is a brother of Eddie Samp, famous 
stroke on a Badger crew in the days when they rowed in A bill before the state legislature, raising the non-resi- 

the Hudson Regatta. The crew is to meet the Lincoln dent tuition to $300, was killed by an overwhelming ma- 

Park Boat Club of Chicago on Mendota, May 28, and jority at roll call. Yes, people, we are still the free- 

‘on June 25 it is to travel to Duluth to meet Minnesota. minded, progressive state that you have known. 

THE NELSON TROPHY Pi Tau Sigma announces the election of the following 

In the battle for the Nelson Trophy, the Engineers, on juniors: E. A. Longenecker, R. F. Kellogg, N. C. 

April 30, made large gains which enabled them to con- Richardson, R. P. Bethke, J. P. Woods, Earl Hanson. 

solidate their position. The track meet was run off with ee, 

the following results: ; THE OMNIPRESENT PUPIL 

Engineers ----------------------64 1-3 points “Pat? Hyland: (calling roll). “Where is he?” 
L.&S. (aannaane eae eg Helpul voice from rear: ‘“He’s here, but he’s down 

Apriculture! once wen eeeneee tA stairs.” 

Commerce _--.----------<2+5se+11 253 

Point winners for the Engineers were: Sternlieb, 3rd. Deai, Tutnéatite and Professor Kinie: spent part of 

in the 100-yd. dash; Wade, 2nd. in the 220-yd. dash; hersotine-vacation mauling vest on the hist h bride 

Phillips, rst. and Sternlieb, 2nd. in the 220-yd. low hur- : = ° ANTE) EDL OU PAS MIBEP SECEDE GEE 
. . . ~ : at Niagara Falls. 

dies; Stuart, 2nd. in the half mile; Nelson, 2nd. in the 

- mile; Gibson, 1st. and Bautz, tied for 2nd. in the high — 

jump; Bautz, 1st. and Stegeman, 3rd. in the broad jump; THE SUB-CONSCIOUS MIND 
Schroeder, 1st. and Woods, and. in the shot put; Ham- _Prof. Warren Mead—“What mountains of the central 

: mann, ist. and Steele, 2nd. in the discus throw; United tates were above water in the early prehistori> 

Schroeder, 2nd. and Hammann, 3rd. in the javelin throw ; period ? . . . 

Hammann and Tomlinson, tied for rst. and Schmidt and Schubring—(snoring in back tow)—"Oh-h-h-2-2-2- 

Krieger, tied for and. in the pole vault; Wade. 1st. and ark-k. ie . 

Rosecky, 3rd. in the 440-yd. run. If the Trophy doesn’t Prof: Meee —"Cotrest—the Qairk Mountains, 

repose in our lobby next year it will not be the fault of OO 

these fellows. Good work! ‘ A. A. E. 
At the April chapter meeting Mr. Baker of the Wis- 

Prof. Kelews fopuiliing ofl stall: electricity: obtained consin panildticn Goniiission gave a lecture of “Sanitary 

ee ee Fie), “How Engineering : The lecture was followed by some mo- 

tion pictures on aviation, 

long has electricity been known?” — 

Wee sma’ voice in rear: “As long as cats have been Not to be inquisitive at all, y’ understand, but have 

tame.” : you a job yet?
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The P G e Fressure Uauge 
Out of the thousands of men who use Hercules Dynamite 
daily probably very few ever think of the experimental | 
work that is done to make this dynamite meet their needs | 
exactly. Yet this work is of vital importance in the | 
maintenance of high standards. 

In one of the laboratories of the Hercules Experimental 
Station at Kenvil, N. J., stands a massive steel cylinder 
with a door at one end resembling the breech block of a 
12-inch gun. This machine is called a pressure gauge. 
By accurately measuring the pres- so balanced that all ingredients con- 
sure of the gases developed by the tribute fully towards a useful pur- 

° explosion of a small charge of dyna- pose, or, as the chemist would say, 
mite within the cylinder, the pres- whether detonation and combustion c 
sure gauge provides one test for were complete. 

, - determining the strength of that ex- | 
plosive. These gasescanbedrawn The Hercules Powder Co. is con- 
off and analyzed. This analysis is stantly conducting these tests in the 
highly important because for work development of new explosives. It 

s underground, in confined spaces,an is by virtue of such research—this 
explosive must not only provide _ strict verification of the properties 
power to tear down the materials, of every explosive bearing the name 
but it must do so by producing gases Hercules—that the miner, the quarry- 
non-injurious to those who inhale man, the farmer and the engineer 
them. Moreover, the character of can depend upon Hercules Products 
the gases indicates whether the ex- to carry on the constructive work 
plosive tested was madeonaformula _ that sustains our industrial life. 
eS 

Explosives Chemicals Naval Stores 
—— 

HERCULES POWDER CO. . 

. Chicago Salt Lake City Chattanooga Hazleton, Pa. 
Pittsburg, Kan. Pittsburgh, Pa. - St. Louis Joplin . 
San Francisco New York Denver Wilmington, Del. 
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oe ease | What Makes the Firefly Glow? 
ee ee \ / OU can hold a firefly in your hand; you can boil water 

a2 fi Aig with an electric lamp. Nature long ago evolved the 
Sec waeetay “cold light.” The firefly, according to Ives and 

® PG Coblentz, radiates ninety-six percent light and only four 
Li percent heat. Man’s best lamp radiates more than ninety 

“ percent eat. 

An English physicist once said that if we knew the fire- 
fly’s secret, a boy turning a crank could light up a whole 
street. Great as is the advance in lighting that has been 
made through research within the last twenty years, man 
wastes far too much energy in obtaining light. 

This problem of the “‘cold light” cannot be solved merely 
by trying to improve existing power-generating machinery 

and existing lamps. We should still be burning candles if 

chemists and physicists had confined their researches to the 
improvement of materials and methods for making candles. 

For these reasons, the Research Laboratories of the 

General Electric Company are not limited in the scope of 

their investigations. Research consists in framing questions | 
. of the right kind and in finding the answers, no matter 
where they may lead. 

What makes the firefly glow? How does a firefly’s light 

differ in color from that of an electric arc, and why? The 

answers to such questions may or may not be of practical 

value, but of this we may be sure—it is by dovetailing the 
results of “theoretical” investigations along many widely 

separated lines that we arrive at most of our modern 
“practical” discoveries. 

What will be the light of the future? Will it be like that : 

of the firefly or like that of the dial on a luminous watch? 
Will it be produced in a lamp at present undreamed of, or 

will it come from something resembling our present incan- | 

descent lamp? The answers to these questions will depend 
much more upon the results of research in pure science than 

upon strictly commercial research. 

General@ Electric 
General Office Cc oO mp any Schenectady, N. Y. 

95-382 8 
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